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CT angiography (CTA) and contrast-enhanced MR angiogra-
phy (CEMRA) are routinely used as noninvasive alternatives 
to digital subtraction angiography for the evaluation of 
suspected vascular disorders and for pre-surgical mapping 
of vascular anatomy [1–3]. For patients with impaired  
renal function, poor venous access, or contrast allergy, 
non-contrast MRA can provide a useful alternative to  
these contrast-enhanced imaging modalities. Several 
non-contrast MRA techniques are commercially available, 
including time-of-flight MRA for the evaluation of the  
neurovascular system [4], NATIVE TrueFISP for the evalua-
tion of the renal and mesenteric arteries [5, 6], and  
quiescent interval single-shot (QISS) for the evaluation of 
the lower-extremity peripheral arteries [7, 8]. While these 
techniques have proven accurate and are straightforward 
to use, recent innovations promise further improvements. 
In this article, we will present examples of new non-con-
trast MRA techniques under development by our research 
group which aim to shorten scan time, improve reliability, 
add functional information, and expand the breadth of 
clinical applications. These techniques include radial QISS1 
[9, 10], stack-of-stars fast interrupted steady-state (FISS)1 
[11], dark blood imaging using 3D unbalanced steady-state 
free precession (3D uSSFP)1 [12], and quantitative time-of-
flight (qTOF)1 [13].

Radial QISS
Standard contrast-enhanced and non-contrast MRA  
techniques, including the commercially available versions 
of QISS, typically use a Cartesian k-space trajectory.  
Cartesian k-space trajectories have historically been  
preferred because they tended to provide more consistent  
image quality than non-Cartesian techniques, with fewer 
artifacts from static magnetic field inhomogeneity and  
gradient-induced eddy currents. However, a drawback  
of Cartesian k-space trajectories with respect to motion  

1  Work in progress. The application is currently under development and is not for 
sale in the U.S. and in other countries. Its future availability cannot be ensured.

artifact is that the center of k-space has a dominant impact 
on image contrast. As a result, any patient motion or other 
cause of inconsistent signal intensity during the acquisition 
of the central k-space lines (including respiration, highly 
pulsatile blood flow, or cardiac arrythmias) will result in  
image artifacts that manifest as repetitive ghost artifacts 
along the phase-encoding and slab-encoding directions. 

However, using state-of-the-art MRI hardware and  
software, non-Cartesian k-space trajectories can provide 
reliably good image quality. Moreover, radial techniques 

1   Patient with atrial fibrillation and irregular cardiac rhythm 
undergoing non-contrast evaluation of the lower-extremity 
peripheral arteries. (1A) ECG recording during MRI exam shows an 
irregular heart rhythm. (1B) Standard Cartesian QISS shows severe 
banding artifacts that render the study non-diagnostic. (1C) Radial 
QISS shows few artifacts and provides a diagnostic examination.

1A

1B

1C
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are known to be less sensitive to patient motion than  
Cartesian ones [14]. In this regard, we have begun explor-
ing the use of a non-Cartesian radial QISS acquisition  
for several clinical applications, including imaging of  
the aorta, pulmonary vessels, and peripheral vasculature  
[9, 10]. We have found that radial QISS, using comparable 
spatial resolution and scan time to commercially available 
Cartesian versions of the technique, is much less sensitive 
to patient motion. As a result, it permits imaging of the  
abdominal and pelvic vessels with fewer artifacts during 
free-breathing or failed breath-holds. Moreover, it is  
less sensitive to ECG gating artifacts in patients with  
arrhythmias and can salvage what would have been  
a non-diagnostic exam using Cartesian QISS (Fig. 1). 

FISS 
FISS is a new non-contrast MRA technique that represents a 
modified form of TrueFISP. In distinction to TrueFISP, where 
rapid repetition of the sequence generates steady-state 

magnetization that is uninterrupted over the shot  
duration, with FISS the echo train is deliberately interrupt-
ed at frequent intervals and the in-plane steady-state  
transverse magnetization is periodically stored along  
the z-axis [11]. With proper selection of the imaging  
parameters, FISS provides several benefits over TrueFISP  
for non-contrast MRA, including suppression of fat signal  
without the need to apply a separate chemical shift- 
selective radiofrequency pulse and reduced flow artifacts 
from accelerating or turbulent flow as well as from flow 
through poorly shimmed regions. 

Three-dimensional FISS using a radial stack-of-stars 
k-space trajectory allows breath-hold evaluation of the  
renal arteries and other abdominal vessels (Fig. 2) [15], 
while a 5D version permits motion-resolved imaging of  
the heart without the need for cardiac or respiratory gating 
[16]. More recently, we have begun testing a single-shot 
free-breathing navigator-gated version of 3D FISS, which 
can match or exceed the image quality of native TrueFISP 
despite a three-fold shorter scan time (Fig. 3).

2   56-year-old female with 
fibromuscular dysplasia  
of the right renal artery.  
(2A) CEMRA; (2B) free- 
breathing native TrueFISP; 
(2C) breath-hold stack-of-
stars FISS. Stack-of-stars FISS 
demonstrates the irregulari-
ties of the right renal artery 
comparably to the much 
lengthier native TrueFISP 
acquisition and better 
demonstrates the distal 
portion of the vessel.

CEMRA Stack-of-stars FISSNATIVE TrueFISP

2A 2B 2C

Navigator-gated Cartesian NATIVE TrueFISP,  
2 shots, TA 3:35 min

Navigator-gated stack-of-stars FISS,  
1 shot, TA 1:07 min

3   71-year-old female with 
impaired renal function 
referred for non-contrast 
renal artery evaluation. Both 
sequences were acquired 
using free-breathing and 
navigator gating. The renal 
arteries are better shown 
with stack-of-stars FISS than 
native TrueFISP despite the 
3-fold shorter scan time.
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3D uSSFP
While “bright blood” techniques such as CEMRA and  
TrueFISP are geared towards making the intraluminal  
blood pool appear bright so as to facilitate the evaluation 
of luminal patency, it is also possible to directly image  
abnormalities of the vessel wall such as plaque and dissec-
tion using “dark blood” techniques. A 3D turbo spin-echo  
sequence called sampling perfection with application- 
optimized contrasts using different flip angle evolution 
(SPACE) has been the preferred technique for dark blood 
vascular imaging [17]. While useful for dark blood imaging 
of the intracranial circulation and extracranial carotid  
arteries, SPACE is inefficient and sensitive to patient  
motion. We have therefore been exploring the use of an 
ECG-gated 3D uSSFP sequence which is more efficient  
and less sensitive to motion [12]. Unlike 3D TrueFISP, 
which is motion compensated along the slab-encoding  
and readout directions, 3D uSSFP produces a small amount  
of flow-related dephasing along both directions with each  
sequence repetition, resulting in suppression of the intralu-
minal signal from flowing spins. This sequence has several 
interesting properties, including the dependence of image 
contrast and motion sensitivity on the flip angle. For  
instance, the blood pool will appear gray with a low flip  
angle but dark with a moderate flip angle on the order  

of 20 to 30 degrees (Fig. 4). Different from TrueFISP,  
the technique is insensitive to off-resonance effects. The 
3D uSSFP technique may have potential clinical applica-
tions for the evaluation of blood vessels in the neck, chest, 
and abdomen, and we anticipate that it could also prove 
helpful for the evaluation of pulmonary nodules by improv-
ing lesion-to-background contrast.

qTOF
Time-of-flight (TOF) MRA is routinely used to evaluate  
the neurovascular system. TOF MRA, however, does not 
provide quantitative hemodynamic information, such as 
blood flow velocity and volume flow rates. Quantitative 
time-of-flight (qTOF) is a new method that shows promise 
for simultaneous hemodynamic and high spatial resolution 
luminal evaluation of the intracranial arteries without  
any increase in acquisition time (Fig. 5) [13]. By using  
a flow-compensated stack-of-stars multi-echo time data  
acquisition, qTOF portrays the arterial lumen like standard 
TOF MRA. An automated computer-vision procedure is  
applied to quantify component (i.e., x, y, z) and total blood 
flow velocities from small movements of the arterial signal 
across successively acquired echo times. Volume flow rates 

4A

4C 4D 4E

4B 4   Illustration of 3D uSSFP  
in a healthy volunteer.  
(4A) With TrueFISP, the blood  
pool appears bright. Off- 
resonance effects obscure 
the dome of the right 
hemidiaphragm (arrows). 
(4B) With 3D uSSFP, the 
blood pool appears dark.  
No off-resonance effects are 
seen. (4C–E) With 3D uSSFP, 
the flip angle has a profound 
influence on the blood  
pool signal.
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5A 5B 5   Transversal maximum 
intensity projections showing 
a high-resolution qTOF MRA 
of the intracranial arteries 
(5A) and the qTOF-derived 
mean cross-sectional total 
flow velocity map (5B).  
qTOF provides an image 
appearance that is like 
standard (non-quantitative) 
TOF MRA while also 
providing quantitative 
hemodynamic information 
without any increase of the 
acquisition time.

can be quantified as the product of mean cross-sectional 
flow velocity and arterial cross-section area, with the latter 
obtained from the high spatial resolution qTOF MRA. While 
the main feature of qTOF is the addition of quantitative  
hemodynamic information at no added cost, the use of 
stack-of-stars k-space sampling with qTOF also eliminates 
flow-related misregistration artifacts from oblique in-plane 
blood flow that can distort and obscure luminal anatomy 
on standard Cartesian TOF MRA.

Conclusion
The technology of non-contrast MRA is advancing at a  
brisk pace. We expect continual improvements in the 
speed, accuracy, and reliability of non-contrast MRA, while 
the breadth of clinical applications will continue to expand.
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Prepare your patients mentally  
for their MRI exam
Most patients who undergo an MRI exam, experience 
some level of anxiety. As a result, some move so much 
that they cause motion artifacts, cannot complete the 
scan, or do not even show up for the exam. Up to 75%1 
of all unsatisfactory scan outcomes can be eliminated 
by educating patients on the MRI exam.

Tap the full potential of your facility by preparing your 
patients for the scan with our patient education toolkit. 
A video, poster, meditation, and a book for children 
explain the process of an MRI exam in simple words and 
answer common questions:

• What does an MRI exam entail?
• What is important when having an MRI exam?
• What does an MRI exam feel like?

1 Törnqvist, E., Månsson, A., Larsson, E.-M., & Hallström, I. (2006). Impact of extended written information on patient anxiety and image  
motion artifacts during magnetic resonance imaging. Acta Radiologica, 47(5), 474–480. https://doi.org/10.1080/02841850600690355.

Download the Patient Education Toolkit in your preferred language here: 
siemens-healthineers.com/mri-patient-education 

Your MRI examination 
explained simply

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is an imaging technique used in 
radiology for examining internal organs. Unlike other imaging methods 
that use radiation such as CT, MRI uses a magnetic field and radio waves 
to generate precise images. 

Since an MRI does not expose a patient to radiation, the exam is a very 
safe diagnostic procedure. Nevertheless, do inform the staff if you are  
pregnant or allergic to any medicines.

If you have any further questions, please do not hesitate to talk to the medical staff.  
You can also watch this video for more in-depth information on how to prepare for your MRI exam:

siemens-healthineers.com/mri-patient-education

What does an MRI exam entail?

What is important when having  
an MRI exam?

Metal objects are not allowed inside the MRI 
suite due to an MRI’s strong magnetic field. 
Please inform staff if you have any metal 
objects inside of your body that cannot be 
removed such as implants, a pacemaker,  
and stents. 

You won’t feel anything during the exam.  
You will receive earplugs to protect your ears 
from the loud thumping noises of the MRI 
scanner. Lying inside a narrow tunnel can  
be an unusual experience, which is why we 
recommend closing your eyes. However,  
if a contrast agent is used, the area where  
it enters your body may feel warm or cold. 
Large or colored tattoos may also feel warm 
during the exam. 

In the patient questionnaire, you enter  
information that is important for your  
examination. If contrast agent is required  
to detect certain structures in your body 
more clearly, you will be fitted with a port.

An MRI exam lasts approximately 20 to  
60 minutes. During your exam, try to remain 
as still as possible. Movements can adversely 
affect the quality of the images and result  
in delays or rescans.

To achieve best image quality, a receiver  
coil will be placed on the region of your body 
to be examined. Once ready for the exam, 
you will be moved slowly into the MRI tunnel 
and the scan will begin.

You must remove any metal objects on  
your body before the start of the exam 
including piercings, jewelry, eyeglasses, 
hearing aids, phones, or underwire bras. 

What does an MRI exam 
feel like?
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Introduction
In the more than three decades since magnetic resonance 
angiography (MRA) was introduced into clinical practice, 
resolution and imaging speed have improved dramatically. 
Parallel imaging and advances in coil technology have 
slashed acquisition times through undersampling, while 
data processing power has exploded. More recent devel-
opments in compressed sensing and deep learning hold 
promise for still more aggressive undersampling schemes 
as they usher in an exciting new era of technical innova-

tion. Today, MRA studies are, on average, faster to acquire 
with greater coverage and higher resolution than 10 years 
ago, at which time MRA use was growing at a fast pace  
[1, 2]. However, an analysis of MRA utilization trends over 
the past decade suggests that its use is steadily decreasing, 
while the use of X-ray CT angiography (CTA) is steadily  
increasing [3]. The reasons underlying this trend will  
require further analysis, but relevant factors in the choice 
of test include ease of access, diagnostic accuracy, image 

1A 1B 1C

1   3-day-old1 male patient with hypoplastic aortic arch and coarctation. Coronal thin MIP images from ferumoxytol enhanced MRA in the arterial 
(1A), venous (1B) and late venous (1C) phases at 3T. Note the stable intravascular signal in the 43-minute interval between the early and late 
venous phases. Reproduced from [30] with permission.

1  Siemens Healthineers Disclaimer: MR scanning has not been established as safe for imaging fetuses and infants less than two years of age. The responsible physician 
must evaluate the benefits of the MR examination compared to those of other imaging procedures. Note: This disclaimer does not represent the opinion of the authors.
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quality, workflow, cost and safety. Modern CTA has made 
impressive strides in all of these spaces, raising the bar in  
a point to point face off [4]. Nonetheless, in certain areas, 
MRA is still firmly rooted in clinical practice (e.g., 3D Time 
of Flight MRA in the brain) and is an effective alternative to 
CTA when iodinated contrast agents are contraindicated or 
when vascular calcification is problematic. Also, MR tech-
nology has unique advantages for imaging the vessel wall 
and plaque composition [5]. Outside of the brain, contrast 
enhanced MRA (CEMRA) has out-performed non-contrast 
techniques for most applications, but the association  
of gadolinium with nephrogenic systemic fibrosis [6, 7] 
and gadolinium retention in brain [8, 9] has unwound  
the common practice of using high dose gadolinium for 
CEMRA. Although there is strong evidence supporting  
the safety of the macrocyclic gadolinium-based contrast 
agents (GBCAs) in patients with renal impairment [10], 
persistent concerns about gadolinium brain deposition  
[8, 11] have tempered enthusiasm for GBCA enhanced 
studies in several patient groups. For all of the above  
reasons, the landscape of advanced, non-invasive vascular 
imaging is very much in flux.

Against this background, ferumoxytol (Sandoz Inc, 
Princeton, NJ, USA: Feraheme®, Covis Pharma GmbH,  
Zug, Switzerland) has emerged as a diamond in the rough 
that can address many of the limitations faced by both 
gadolinium- based MRA and iodine-based CTA [12–17]. 
Ferumoxytol is an iron nanoparticle with a mean particle 
diameter of 30 nm [13, 14], placing it in the class of ultra-
small, superparamagnetic iron oxide (USPIO) agents. It  
is approved in the U.S. for intravenous iron replacement  
therapy in patients with all levels of renal impairment,  
as well as in those with normal renal function [18].  
Ferumoxytol is effectively a pure blood-pool agent with  
remarkable MRI properties that has proved to be a power-
ful off-label vascular imaging agent where other agents 
may be contraindicated or ineffective [13–15].

In our practice at UCLA, ferumoxytol enhanced MRA 
(FEMRA) has been requested in growing numbers over the 
past eight years for patients with renal failure and in other 
patient groups where its advantages have become evident. 
In this paper, we address several clinical applications where 
we have found the off-label use of FEMRA effective and  
reliable.

Ferumoxytol compared to the extracellular 
GBCAs
Without doing an exhaustive dive into the physico- 
chemical properties of the individual agents, below  
we highlight relevant characteristics that distinguish  
ferumoxytol from the broad class of extracellular GBCA.

Biodistribution and pharmacokinetics
Once injected, ferumoxytol remains unaltered in the blood 
with a nominal half-life of 15 hours. Its distribution volume 
is the blood volume, which is about 5 liters in a typical 
adult. It is not excreted by the kidneys or the liver and so 
does not appear in urine or bile. Rather, ferumoxytol is 
slowly taken up by white blood cells (macrophages) in  
liver, spleen and bone marrow and the iron is incorporated 
into the red blood cell synthesis pathway. The GBCAs on 
the other hand, once injected, begin to diffuse into the  
entire extracellular fluid space immediately. Their blood 
half-life (depending on renal function) is on the order of 
two minutes for the distribution phase and 90 minutes  
for the elimination phase [19]. The distribution volume for 
the GBCAs is the volume of the extracellular fluid space, 
which is about 15 liters in a typical adult. So, within two 
minutes of injection, the GBCAs become three times more 
diluted than ferumoxytol and their blood concentration 
drops further due to renal excretion. It should be noted 
that iron is an essential component of normal cellular  
metabolism, such that iron deficiency has far reaching  
consequences [20].

Relaxivity
The T1 relaxivity of ferumoxytol is about three times that  
of the currently available macrocyclic GBCAs [13, 21]. So, 
when coupled with its smaller distribution volume (less  
dilution) and slow clearance from the blood, ferumoxytol 
exhibits about a ten-fold advantage when compared to the 
GBCAs at comparable doses. The steady state distribution 
of ferumoxytol is established within two to five minutes  
of administration and thereafter uniformly high signal  
persists in all blood vessels and in all vascular territories.

Vascular specificity
Because ferumoxytol does not diffuse into the extravas-
cular tissue spaces, it maintains a high gradient in concen-
tration between blood vessels and their surroundings.  
This preserves the sharpness of vessel borders and makes 
the task of region-growing easier for post processing algo-
rithms, such as volume rendering (VR). On the other hand, 
with GBCAs, once the first pass is over, enhancement of 
soft tissues diminishes the concentration gradient between 
blood vessels and their surroundings also decreases.

Image contrast basis
In addition to high T1 relaxivity, ferumoxytol also has  
potent T2 relaxivity [21], whereas the GBCAs do not. The 
T2 property can be exploited to huge advantage for black 
blood imaging without any requirement for magnetization 
preparation schemes such as double inversion or diffusion 
sensitization [22]. So, with appropriate image weighing, 
ferumoxytol can produce reliable bright blood imaging and 
also reliable black blood imaging. The GBCAs exhibit weak 
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T2 relaxivity and their T1 effects undermine black blood 
imaging with commonly used preparation schemes.  
Beyond vessel imaging, strong T2 contrast can be seen 
with ferumoxytol at much shorter TEs than with the GBCAs. 
This has relevance for improved T2-weighted imaging of 
solid organs, such as liver, and for susceptibility- weighted 
imaging in all regions, including the brain [23].

Cardiovascular imaging
For ferumoxytol in the heart, there are several noteworthy 
observations. Because it does not diffuse into the inter-
stitial (extravascular) fluid space, ferumoxytol does not  
enhance myocardial scar. However, its intravascular fidelity 
could be leveraged for estimation of fractional blood  
volume distribution [24]. Ferumoxytol should not be used 
for applications such as late gadolinium enhancement, 
where GBCAs may have greater strengths due to their  
extracelullar properties. Second, ferumoxytol does not play 
well with TrueFISP sequences (because of its T2 effects) 
and the preferred cardiac cine sequence with ferumoxytol 
is T1 FLASH. Due to its potent and persistent shortening  
of the blood T1, ferumoxytol offsets the saturation that can 
plague non-contrast FLASH cine, such that high quality  
images are routinely achievable even in patient with poor 
cardiac function. FLASH is also relatively immune to the  
B0 and B1 non-uniformity that complicates TrueFISP cine at 
3T and in patients with implanted cardiac devices [25].

Field strength compatibility
Like CEMRA with the GBCAs, FEMRA can be performed  
at 1.5T and 3T. Also, there is evidence of its potential  
at 0.5T [26].

Multi-station and repeated acquisitions
As already noted, the steady state concentration of feru-
moxytol in the blood is constant. For this reason, multiple 
overlapping stations can be acquired reliably, without  
having to ‘keep up with’ a traveling bolus of contrast. These 
individual stations can then be composed into a single, 
large field of view image using ‘Image Compose’. For  
the same reason, if the patient moves or does not follow 
breath-held instructions on the first attempt, the acquisi-
tion can be repeated with no penalty in image contrast.

Safety
Ferumoxytol is approved in the U.S. for therapy in patients 
with renal failure and can be used (off-label) as an alter-
native to the iodinated X-ray agents and the GBCAs as  
appropriate. The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 
has warned against rapid injection of ferumoxytol due to 
the possibility of severe hypersensitivity reactions reported 
during its therapeutic use [27]. Although severe reactions 
have not been reported during diagnostic use of ferumoxy-
tol [28], we strongly recommend following FDA guidelines 

with slow infusion and physiological monitoring. In  
our practice, minor infusion reactions have occurred in  
less than 1% of patients and in multicenter experience, 
mild reactions occurred in < 2% of injections [28]. Some-
times called ‘Fishbane’ reactions, these are self-limiting 
symptoms thought to be mediated through release of  
complement and typically manifest as chest tightness, 
flushing of the skin, back pain, or ‘trouble taking a breath’. 
Whereas vital signs are stable with Fishbane reactions, 
without bronchospasm hypotension, tachycardia or hypox-
ia, they may be distressing to patients (and staff) who have 
not been made aware that such symptoms may occur. In 
that case, patients and MRI staff may become anxious  
and distressed and confuse the episode with severe allergy. 
Management is supportive and generally requires only 
pausing the infusion, checking vital signs and reassuring 
the patient. Symptoms usually resolve within five minutes, 
without drug intervention. Once symptoms resolve, the  
infusion can be restarted slowly and symptoms generally 
do not recur. Although our numbers are not sufficient to 
draw any firm conclusions about who is more or less likely 
to exhibit symptoms, anecdotally we have observed a  
cluster in young patients (four of six total were in the age 
range from teens to thirties) and rarity in elderly patients. 
Failure to recognize Fishbane reactions for what they are 
may result in inappropriate escalation of care and adminis-
tration of potent drugs that have potentially serious side 
effects. If a true allergic anaphylactic reaction occurs, as  
it may with any injected agent, it should be managed in 
the same manner as other severe hypersensitivity reactions 
due to the GBCAs or iodinated contrast agents.

Availability
Currently, ferumoxytol is available only within the U.S.  
and is marketed as Feraheme (Covis Pharma GmbH, Zug, 
Switzerland). Within the past year, a generic version of 
ferumoxytol has become available in the U.S., marketed  
by Sandoz, a Division of Novartis (Sandoz Inc., Princeton, 
NJ, USA).

Clinical experience
In our experience of more than 1,500 studies in more  
than 1,300 patients at UCLA, ferumoxytol has been used 
successfully in the following broad areas:
(1) Venography: venous access mapping, central or  

peripheral venous occlusion, pre-operative planning 
for venous intervention, evaluation of the portal and 
hepatic venous system

(2) Arteriography: aortic aneurysm and dissections,  
renal transplant vascular imaging, peripheral

(3) Cardiovascular: congenital heart disease, implanted 
cardiac devices

(4) MRA in claustrophobic patients
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Venography
Ferumoxytol in the steady state produces equivalent  
high contrast in both arteries and veins and MR veno-
graphy with ferumoxytol is poised to set a new gold  
standard [29, 30].

Venous thrombosis and occlusion are increasingly  
frequent and potentially devastating complications of 
treatment in patients with malignancy and organ failure 

[31]. However, imaging of central veins may be impossible 
with ultrasound [31] and even modern CT may require 
high contrast doses and is prone to timing errors [32]. 
While non-contrast magnetic resonance venography (MRV) 
techniques have been applied to the central veins [33, 34], 
they are flow-dependent, relatively slow and are sensitive 
to motion artifact. Non-contrast MRV is nowadays used 
sparingly, outside of the brain.

2A

2B

2   Ferumoxytol enhanced MRA (FEMRA) on a 3T MAGNETOM Trio a Tim system scanner in a 10-year-old boy with chronic renal failure requiring 
venous access. FEMRA at 30 minutes post injection show extensive venous occlusion in the chest and pelvis with extensive collateralization 
(2A, B). Color volume rendering highlights the numerous venous collaterals (2B, blue). Systemic arteries are rendered in red and portal vein 
tributaries in magenta (2B). Reproduced from [30] with permission.
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Contrast enhanced MR Venography (CEMRV) with gado-
linium has been used successfully with both blood pool 
and extracellular agents. However, in patients with severe 
renal impairment, clinicians remain hesitant to request 
gadolinium enhanced studies, a trend exacerbated by the 
recent reports of gadolinium deposition in brain and bone. 

Ferumoxytol is, in many ways, an ideal agent for venous 
imaging. Following injection, there may be great variability 
in the time taken for veins in different anatomic regions to 
enhance. Because of its long vascular half life, ferumoxytol 
will eventually make its way to all patent blood vessels.  

3A 3B 3   Ferumoxytol enhanced MRV on a 1.5T in  
a 33-year-old male with end-stage renal 
disease on hemodialysis who required 
venous mapping prior to central venous 
access. FE-MRV maximum intensity 
projection (3A) and color 3D volume 
rendering (3B) show occluded right 
internal jugular and subclavian veins  
(red arrows in 3A), non-visualized 
occluded right internal jugular vein  
(3A, red arrowhead) and complete 
occlusion of the entire inferior vena cava 
and common iliac veins (3A and B, green 
arrows). Collateral veins are highlighted 
in B (white arrowheads). The study was 
completed in two breath-holds, with 
overlapping stations in Image Compose. 
Reproduced from [29] with permission.

4A 4B 4C 4D

4   Ferumoxytol enhanced MRV (FEMRV) on a 1.5T in 47 year-old male with end-stage renal disease post renal transplantation presented with 
persistent right lower leg swelling 8 days after a filter placement in the inferior vena cava (IVC). Initial FEMRV source image (4A) and color  
3D volume rendering (4B) show extensive occlusion extending from the IVC and bilateral common iliac veins to the right renal transplant vein 
and right common femoral vein (4A and B, green arrows). Following intervention (4C, D), the IVC and common iliac veins are largely 
recanalized (4C and D, purple arrows) and the IVC filter (4C, blue arrow) is in good position. Single breath-hold acquisition on both occasions. 
Reproduced from [29] with permission.
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No degradation in vascular contrast occurs over the  
entire duration of an imaging study, so venography  
becomes as simple as infuse, wait a few minutes and  
scan (Figures 1–5).

Aortic disease
For the same reasons that ferumoxytol excels at imaging 
the venous system, it also excels at imaging aortic aneu-
rysms, particularly in elderly patients with tortuous vessels 
and slow flow. In these circumstances, bolus timing for  

5A

5B

5   Ferumoxytol enhanced MRA (FEMRA) on a 3T MAGNETOM Prismafit in a 23-year-old female with giant left iliac venous aneurysm.  
(5A) Color rendering from the single breath-held acquisition FEMRA shows the venous aneurysm and enlarged pelvic veins in blue.  
(5B) Multiplanar reformats show dimensions of the pelvic venous aneurysm and its narrow neck.
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CEMRA and for CTA can be challenging, because distal  
segments of the aorta may fill long after more proximal 

6   Ferumoxytol enhanced 
MRA (FEMRA) in a 
65-year-old male patient 
with renal failure and an 
infra-renal abdominal 
aortic aneurysm being 
evaluated for stent graft. 
Color rendered, 
composed FEMRA  
(6A, B) show the extent 
of the aneurysm and 
include the entire 
aorto-iliac system. 
Multiplanar reformats 
from FEMRA (6C) and 
non-breath held HASTE 
(6D) show the 
dimensions of the 
aneurysm. The HASTE 
image shows differential 
signal from aortic plaque 
and mural thrombus. 
Note how clearly the 
HASTE image differen-
tiates perfused lumen 
(dark) from thrombus 
and plaque.

6A

6C 6D

6B

segments. With steady-state ferumoxytol, this is not an  
issue because contrast gains uniform access to every  

7   Ferumoxytol enhanced 
MRA (FEMRA) in an 
elderly male patient with 
renal failure, multi-focal, 
thoraco-abdominal 
aortic aneurysm, and 
prior aorto-iliac surgical 
graft. Color rendered, 
composed FEMRA (7B) 
show the extent of the 
aneurysm and include 
the entire aorto-iliac 
system. Multiplanar 
reformats from FEMRA 
(7C) and non-breath 
held HASTE (7A) show 
corresponding bright-  
blood and dark-blood 
images without mural 
thrombus.

7A 7B 7C
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8   Ferumoxytol enhanced MRA (FEMRA) on a 3T MAGNETOM Prismafit in an 83-year-old male patient with renal failure and claudication.  
Panels (8A, B) show full field of view and focused Iliac color renderings, with severe stenoses in the common iliac arteries (green arrows).  
Panel (8C) is a multiplanar reformat through the celiac artery, showing a tight stenosis at the origin (green arrow).

8A

8C

8B

crevice throughout the aorto-iliac system (Figures 4–8). 
Also, as with venous imaging, coverage can be extended 
with overlapping stations without loss of luminal contrast 
(Figures 5–8). Another advantage of ferumoxytol in aortic 
aneurysms is in defining mural thrombus and plaque with 
complementary black blood imaging (Fig. 6). This is as  
simple as running non-breath-held HASTE [22]. Because 
ferumoxytol decreases the T2 of the blood, there is no  
residual blood signal (or source of slow flow artifact) on 
HASTE, even at modest TE. Moreover, there is no require-
ment for black blood magnetization modules, such as  

double inversion or dephasing gradients. Just as the blood 
signal is bright on T1-weighted MRA independently of  
flow, the blood signal is dark on T2-weighted sequences, 
independently of flow.

Lower extremity MRA
Whereas steady-state imaging is fully diagnostic in the 
chest, abdomen and pelvis, where arteries are easily distin-
guished from veins, in the calves, venous enhancement 
can make interpretation of abnormal arterial anatomy  
impossible. For this reason, we have found it helpful to  
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inject a small dose of dilute ferumoxytol over 10 seconds 
and acquire TWIST images (Fig. 9) in the calves and thighs. 
The remaining contrast can then be infused slowly and 

10   Ferumoxytol enhanced MRA (FEMRA) in a 2-day-old1 neonate with suspected hypoplastic left heart syndrome. Single frame reformats from 4D 
MUSIC acquisition are shown. Uninterpolated voxel dimensions were 0.9 × 0.9 × 0.9 mm3. Because of the volumetric, multi-phase acquisition, 
precise dimensional and volumetric measurements can be made for chamber and vessel sizes.

steady state images of the chest, abdomen and pelvis  
acquired.

9   Ferumoxytol enhanced MRA (FEMRA) in a 75-year-old male patient with leg pain and chronic kidney disease. Low dose ferumoxytol was used 
for multi station dynamic TWIST imaging of the calf (9C) and thigh (9B). Subsequently, the remaining ferumoxytol dose was infused slowly 
and steady state imaging of the chest, abdomen and pelvis performed (9A, volume rendered image shows a transplant kidney in the right 
pelvis).

9A 9B 9C

1  Siemens Healthineers Disclaimer: MR scanning has not been established as safe for imaging fetuses and infants less than two years of age. The responsible physician 
must evaluate the benefits of the MR examination compared to those of other imaging procedures. Note: This disclaimer does not represent the opinion of the authors.
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Pediatric congenital heart disease
In children with congenital heart disease (CHD), feru-
moxytol has ushered in a paradigm shift for MRI. Because 
of its long half-life in the blood, ferumoxytol supports 
high-resolution 4D (or 5D) imaging. When implemented 
with both cardiac and respiratory gating, high-dimensional 
techniques such as MUSIC (Multiphase, Steady-state Imag-
ing with Contrast)2 [35–39] and free-running 3D radial  
imaging3 [40] can produce images with uniformly high 
contrast throughout the cardiac chambers and blood  
vessels (Figures 10, 11). Data acquisition runs for several 
minutes (usually with continuous positive pressure ventila-
tion) and images are immediately available for cine recon-
struction in any plane and for comprehensive evaluation of 
vascular anatomy. MUSIC has proved reliable at multiple 
institutions and at both 1.5T and 3T [39]. The acquisition 
protocol is simple and reliable and is independent of the 
complexity of the underlying disease and anatomy.

Adult congenital heart disease (ACHD)
In adult patients with CHD, timing of a contrast bolus for 
evaluation of shunts such as the Fontan and Glenn can  
be problematic and prone to misinterpretation. Again,  
because of its independence from bolus timing, MRA with 
ferumoxytol offers huge advantages over both CTA and  
CEMRA in the Fontan patient. Performing MRA with cardiac 
gating is desirable in patients with ACHD and abnormalities 
involving the great vessels (Fig. 12). First pass imaging of  
a GBCA bolus requires that the acquisition is timed accu-
rately both with respect to the contrast bolus arrival and 
the phase of the cardiac cycle. This can be a complex  
procedure and if either gating or bolus timing fails, the first 
pass opportunity is lost. With ferumoxytol in steady state, 
there is no bolus timing and if gating or breath-holding is 
suboptimal the first time, the acquisition can be repeated 
at leisure.

11   Ferumoxytol enhanced 
MRA (FEMRA) in a 
6-month-old1 male with 
suspected vascular ring. 
Single frame volume- 
rendered images from 
4D MUSIC acquisition are 
shown. Uninterpolated 
voxel dimensions were  
1.0 x 1.0 x 1.0 mm3. 
Color volume rendered 
reconstructions 
comprehensively show 
all cardiac chambers and 
great vessel anatomy. 
The double aortic arch 
with complete vascular 
ring is well shown in the 
right panel (arrows).

12   Ferumoxytol enhanced 
MRA (FEMRA) in a 
48-year-old patient with 
double aortic arch and 
complete vascular ring. 
Color volume rendered 
images clearly depict a 
complete vascular ring 
and its relationship to 
other vessels (12A, 
viewed from above). 
Incidentally noted left 
renal artery stenosis 
(12B, arrow).

12A 12B 12C

2MUSIC is a prototype sequence developed at UCLA.
3Work in progress. The application is currently under development and is not for 
sale in the U.S. and in other countries. Its future availability cannot be ensured.
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Claustrophobia
Claustrophobia of some degree is found in many patients 
who are otherwise suitable candidates for contrast en-
hanced MR angiography (CEMRA). Conventional CEMRA 
examinations may exceed 30 minutes within the scanner 
bore and patients with claustrophobia may be unwilling  

or unable to tolerate that. We have implemented a focused 
ferumoxytol-enhanced MRA (f-FEMRA) protocol in claustro-
phobic patients [41], whereby comprehensive vascular  
imaging can be completed in only a few minutes within  
the magnet bore (Fig. 13). For the f-FEMRA studies, where 
clinically appropriate, no pre-contrast imaging is performed 

13   Ferumoxytol enhanced 
MRA (FEMRA) in a 
79-year-old claustro-
phobic male patient with 
renal impairment and 
abdominal bruit. MIP of 
non-contrast CT (13A) 
and f-FEMRA (13B) show 
severe aortic calcification 
(green arrows). Note 
clear visualization of the 
perfused aortic lumen in 
panel 13B. f-FEMRA with 
color 3D volume 
rendering and an 
extended field of view 
(13C, D) confirm 
extensive distal aortic 
disease (13D, green 
arrow), stenosis of the 
right subclavian artery 
(13D, yellow arrow) and 
an enlarged inferior 
mesenteric artery 
forming an Arc of Riolan 
(13D, white arrow). 
Occlusion of the 
proximal superior 
mesenteric artery is 
highlighted in (13E, F, 
arrows). Examination 
time for two-station 
f-FEMRA was 6 minutes 
and 46 seconds. 
Reproduced from [41] 
with permission.

13A 13B

13C 13D

13F13E
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and ferumoxytol is infused outside the scanner bore (or 
outside the MRI suite). Automated scanner tuning and  
coil adjustment, without patient-specific shimming, mini-
mizes adjustment time. Following localizers, breath-held, 
high resolution 3D FEMRA is performed in one or more 
overlapping stations. Total time within the magnet bore  
for f-FEMRA may be as little as 3 minutes.

Conclusion
The use of ferumoxytol offers many distinct advantages 
over conventional approaches to vascular imaging with 
MRI. It can simplify procedures and protocols, shorten 
exam durations (sometimes profoundly), improve image 
quality, and open up clinical applications not otherwise 
possible. In the examples illustrated above, we only begin 
to explore the potential of this versatile agent. At the time 
of writing, the major barriers to the more widespread use 
of ferumoxytol are availability, cost and the lack of an ap-
proved diagnostic label. However, none of these obstacles 
is insurmountable and there is growing interest in remov-
ing all of them, much to the benefit of patient care.   
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Introduction
It has become more important than ever before to diversify 
non-invasive imaging methods that involve contrast media 
administration. Compared to CT imaging, MRI does not in-
volve nephrotoxic iodinated contrast or ionizing radiation. 
However, ungated first pass magnetic resonance angiogra-
phy (MRA) cannot effectively freeze cardiac motion; and 
provides reduced quality of segmentation compared to CT 
pulmonary vein angiography [1]. Diaphragmatic navigator 
(dNAV) used for motion correction is associated with  
unpredictable scan times when respiration is irregular,  
and imperfect slab tracking ratio [2]. Furthermore, approxi-
mately 50–100 Hz off-resonance is frequently observed  
at the interface of the pulmonary veins and left atrium  

due to susceptibility effects and inflow from the lungs [3]. 
Therefore, the use of balanced steady-state free precession 
(bSSFP) and fat saturation pulses, particularly at higher 
field strengths, can be technically unsatisfactory for this 
application. Thus, the unmet clinical need is to provide  
robust clinical angiographic methods that can effectively 
image complex patients with arrhythmias, while minimiz-
ing image artifacts. 

Instead of tracking the diaphragmatic interface, image 
navigators (iNAV) track the blood pool contrast of the left 
ventricle [4]. 2D translational motion in the head-to-foot 
direction can be extracted and estimated on a per cardiac 
cycle basis and is used to bin data with  

Imaging parameters for whole heart MRA and LGE

Sequence Inversion recovery GRE Saturation recovery GRE Inversion recovery Dixon GRE

FOV 320 mm (axial) 320 mm (axial) 320 mm (axial)

Spatial resolution 1.3 × 1.3 mm 1.3 × 1.3 mm 1.3 × 1.3 mm

Slice thickness 1.4 mm 1.4 mm 1.4 mm

Slice resolution 90% 90% 90%

Fat Sat No Yes No

Acceleration Factor 2.9 2.9 2.8

Bandwidth 579 Hz/px 579 Hz/px 453 Hz/px

Flip angle 18° 18° 15°

TI/Saturation time 220–260 ms (systolic) 
290 ms (diastolic)

150 ms According to scout

TE/TR 1.42 ms/3.89 ms 1.42 ms/3.89 ms 2.38, 4.76 ms/6.97 ms

Data window duration 62–130 ms 62–130 ms 62–130 ms

Table 1: 3D whole heart sequence parameters.
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respect to respiration. 3D image volumes are obtained  
using a non-rigid motion-compensated reconstruction  
of all binned data [5, 6], leading to 100% scan efficiency 
and predictable scan time. The sampling pattern consists 
of spiral-like interleaves acquired alternately based on  
the golden angle of rotation (variable-density golden-step  
Cartesian trajectory with spiral profile order sampling,  
or VD-CASPR)1 [7]. 

As a result of scanning more efficiently, the predictable 
scan time translates into less gadolinium-based contrast 
agent (GBCA) use. Specifically, compared to dNAV based 
applications, we can use 33% less contrast [8, 9], and  
we can do it without the need for higher field strengths. 
Furthermore, we can acquire angiography and delayed  
enhancement at higher near isotropic spatial resolution. 
We acquire all 3D datasets at a true spatial resolution of  
1.3 × 1.3 × 1.5 mm3, with a reconstructed slice thickness  
of 1.4 mm (Table 1).

Pulmonary vein angiography and arterial 
delayed enhancement using iNAV 
At our institution, we are asked to provide pulmonary  
vein anatomical imaging for segmentation and importation  
into the electro-anatomical mapping system. With MRI,  
not only is anatomical information obtained, but functional 
information such as atrial and ventricular volumetrics, left 
atrial delayed enhancement, and quantification of valvular 
heart disease. Obtaining one MRI examination is simply 
more logistically efficient than obtaining CT angiography 
plus echocardiography imaging. Our 3D MRA and late  
gadolinium enhancement (LGE) imaging is performed  
on a 1.5T MAGNETOM Sola, but our institution also has  
experience with the 3D inversion recovery Dixon multi-
echo gradient recalled echo (GRE)1 performed on the  
3T MAGNETOM Skyra platform. 

Concerning the MRA and LGE exam workflow, the  
image navigator and saturation band position can be  
automatically determined using free-breathing 3 plane  
localizers and the AI cardiac scan companion (AICSC)1  
prototype. The diastolic or systolic rest period of the left 
atrium can be determined using the included high tempo-
ral resolution free breathing 4-chamber (or HLA) cine [10]. 
The user can manually determine the data window dura-
tion, or this can be automatically determined based on the 
rest period of the right coronary artery by the AICSC. Given  
the diastolic rest period is longer at slower ventricular 
rates, we prefer diastolic imaging at regular heart rhythms  
< 80 BPM. When the ventricular rate is > 80 BPM or signifi-
cant arrhythmia such as atrial fibrillation is present, systolic 
imaging is preferential. 

In addition to the prototype sequence1 for syngo XA20 
featuring 3D inversion recovery Dixon multi-echo GRE, 3D 

1  Work in progress. The application is currently under development and is not for 
sale in the U.S. and in other countries. Its future availability cannot be ensured.

T2 prep bSSFP, and 3D T2 Prep Dixon multi-echo GRE, the 
user can configure different preparatory pulses  
to manipulate image contrast. We acquire pulmonary vein 
angiography using either inversion recovery GRE or satura-
tion recovery GRE. Both methods have respective strengths 
and weaknesses. Inversion recovery maintains vessel 
sharpness and is compatible with the 1500 Hz wideband 
pulse which mitigates device artifacts. Furthermore, inver-
sion recovery can be used without fat saturation, which 
makes this option especially attractive at higher field 
strengths. The inversion time parameter at 1.5T represents 
a balance between SNR and background suppression- 
values range from 220 ms to 300 ms at 1.5T [11–14].  
Similar to previous literature [15], we have observed that 
image contrast is quite consistent even with irregular 
rhythms; iNAV tracking similarly remains quite robust  
despite the dependence of the beat-to-beat image contrast 
on the RR interval. Figure 1 depicts excellent image quality 
despite underlying atrial fibrillation, using inversion recov-
ery GRE. Saturation recovery images have overall higher 
signal-to-noise, and can be used without manipulation of 
the inversion time parameter. 

Simplifying the contrast injection scheme is important 
to reduce human error and to optimize workflow. Our con-
trast injection scheme does not involve the use of look-up 
tables, saline dilution, or manipulation of extra tubing  
and/or stop cocks. To provide adequate signal for iNAV 
tracking, 0.05 mmol/kg of 1 molar contrast agent is inject-
ed at 2 ml/sec, followed by 20 ml of saline at the same 
rate. Immediately after, the remaining 0.10 mmol/kg con-
trast is administered as a slow infusion, followed by saline 
at the same rate (0.2 ml/sec). The contrast is injected after 
starting the first 3D scan, and after observing satisfactory 
cardiac gating and appropriate iNAV placement prescrip-
tion. This scan is solely run for the iNAV functionality in  
order to visualize contrast passage and arrival. The first, 
second pass, and continuous infusion dose is observed 
passing through the heart (Fig. 2). The first 3D scan is 
stopped as soon as the contrast peaks in the pulmonary  
artery. The exact same protocol is restarted by using STOP/
CONTINUE on the inline display (which was linked by the 
copy reference “copy everything”). We target a maximum 
scan duration of 4 minutes given the length of the contrast  
administration and need to perform other imaging prior  
to delayed enhancement. 15 minutes after the initial  
injection of GBCA, we perform delayed enhancement  
of the left atrium using the inversion recovery Dixon  
multi-echo GRE whole heart sequence at identical spatial 
resolution. If desired, residual fat can be subtracted from 
the 3D MRA using the inversion recovery Dixon multi-echo. 
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1   3D whole heart MRA inversion recovery subtracted images from a patient in atrial fibrillation.

3D Whole Heart – iNav fluoro trigger

First pass Second pass Continuous infusion 
(trigger)

Fat mask

Precisely timed MRA Wideband Compatibility

Subtracted MRA

1

2   The iNAV fluoro trigger method for MR angiography. Two identical 3D whole heart program steps are created in the workflow. The first step 
(1) is used only for monitoring the passage of contrast with the iNAV. The second step (2), which will run to completion, is triggered at the 
peak of the continuous infusion in the pulmonary artery.

2
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GRE fat image as a mask. As mentioned, because of 
the scan efficiency of the iNAV and precision timing of the  
contrast infusion, we are able to reduce contrast from  
0.20 mmol/kg to 0.15 mmol/kg while still providing robust  
image quality whether patient is in sinus rhythm or has 
atrial fibrillation. 

Case 1
A 59-year-old male was referred for evaluation of COVID-19 
myocarditis and to evaluate the left atrial appendage. The 
patient contracted COVID-19 three weeks prior; one week 
prior to cardiac MRI imaging, the patient had new onset 

atrial fibrillation and dyspnea on exertion. Ventricular  
function with bSSFP cine demonstrated enlargement of  
the right ventricle with mildly reduced systolic function. 
Revised Lake Louise criteria was not met for acute myo- 
carditis; however the patient had bilateral pulmonary  
emboli involving the right middle, right upper, right lower, 
and left lower segmental branches, with thrombus extend-
ing into the right main pulmonary artery. There was no  
evidence of left atrial appendage thrombus. Figure 3  
illustrates the findings on 3D whole heart saturation  
recovery angiography and inversion recovery Dixon multi-
echo GRE. Subsequent CT pulmonary angiogram agreed 
with MRI findings, and ultrasound Doppler was positive for 

3   Incidentally discovered bilateral pulmonary emboli (arrowheads). From left to right column: saturation recovery MRA, inversion recovery 
Dixon multi-echo GRE, and CT pulmonary angiography. 

SR-MRA LGE CTPA
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acute right popliteal deep venous thrombosis. It is import-
ant to understand that CT pulmonary venography is timed 
to opacification of the left atrium; therefore abnormalities 
involving the pulmonary arteries may be incompletely 
characterized. Imaging with 3D whole heart, however, 
does not suffer from this limitation. 

3D left ventricular delayed enhancement
In most cases, 2D PSIR LGE can provide sufficient detail  
and quantification of left ventricular scar burden. However 
there are clinical scenarios where providing a 3D dataset  
is beneficial, such as pre-planning for electrophysiology 
procedures, or for improved visualization of the right ven-
tricle [16]. Specifically, 3D high resolution LGE can identify 
substrate features that may be subtle or absent on 2D  
imaging. By acquiring these 3D datasets in high resolution 
and reduced partition thickness we can minimize partial 
volume effects, allow for visualization of heterogeneity 
within regions of enhancement, scar channels, and the 
presence of epicardial components. Here, the user has  
flexible options: the 3D inversion recovery Dixon multi-
echo GRE which provides more robust fat separation and  
is most beneficial at 3T; whereas fat saturated inversion  
recovery GRE can be used for scan efficiency at 1.5T. Both 
methods are compatible with the 1500 Hz wideband pulse 

which suppresses metallic artifacts caused by implanted 
devices such as ICDs or pacemakers.2 

Case 2
A 67-year-old male referred for evaluation of non-sustained 
ventricular tachycardia (NSVT). The patient has frequent 
ventricular arrhythmia throughout the study, and ventricu-
lar function was only possible by using compressed sensing 
real time cine. Whole heart inversion recovery with fat sat 
LGE demonstrates heterogenous inferolateral scar with 
clear borders, scar channels, and epicardial component. A 
transmural segment of enhancement is also demonstrated 
in the mid anterolateral wall. 3D LGE with a restrictive tem-
poral window is able to capture small and relevant details 
missing in the traditional 2D approach. This is only possible 
due to the 100% efficiency of the iNAV since we can trade 
acquisition efficiency for a smaller data acquisition  
window. In contrast, 2D PSIR LGE effectively freezes cardia 

4   Comparison of 3D LGE vs 2D LGE. 3D LGE clearly demonstrates a heterogenous rim-like area of enhancement (circle), scar channels  
(asterisks), and epicardial component to scar (arrows). Features are ill-descript on 2D LGE.

3D LGE

*

*

2D LGE

2The MRI restrictions (if any) of the metal implant must be considered prior to 
patient undergoing MRI exam. MR imaging of patients with metallic implants 
brings specific risks. However, certain implants are approved by the governing 
regulatory bodies to be MR conditionally safe. For such implants, the previously 
mentioned warning may not be applicable. Please contact the implant 
manufacturer for the specific conditional information. The conditions for  
MR safety are the responsibility of the implant manufacturer, not of Siemens 
Healthineers.
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motion, but incompletely characterizes respective areas  
of enhancement (Fig. 4).

Summary
In addition to what has already been described in this arti-
cle, the potential for 3D whole heart to similarly accelerate 
coronary MRA has also been explored [17]. Submillimeter 
isotropic spatial resolution, with faithful representation  
of detail compared with the fully sampled reference can  
be obtained in a fraction of the time. Likewise, whole chest 

non-contrast MRA can be acquired more efficiently with  
3D T2 prep fat saturated bSSFP at 1.5T [18] or using 3D  
T2 prep Dixon GRE at 3T. In conclusion, 3D whole heart is  
a versatile and robust package that overcomes the limita-
tions of traditional dNAV methods for motion correction, 
combining VD-CASPR and iNAVs for acquisition and SNR  
efficiency as well as predictable scan time. Furthermore,  
AI based automatic positioning features and rest period 
scout facilitate ease of use for new and experienced  
users alike. 

Contact 
Jason Craft, M.D. 
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Abstract 
Coronary magnetic resonance angiography (CMRA) could 
potentially offer a safe, non-invasive alternative for the  
anatomical assessment of coronary artery disease (CAD), 
which is free of ionizing radiation and iodinated contrast 
agents. However, image acquisition with conventional  
free-breathing CMRA frameworks is limited by long and  
unpredictable scan times, whilst image degradation due  
to respiratory motion remains a challenge. Here we outline 
a CMRA framework, that aims to overcome some of  
these challenges by incorporating a highly undersampled  
Cartesian acquisition with a two-dimensional (2D) image 
navigator to enable 100% respiratory scan efficiency,  
2D translational motion correction, and three-dimensional 
(3D) non-rigid motion estimation, which is then fully  
reconstructed using a 3D patch-based low-rank regulariza-
tion framework (PROST)1. We recently validated this frame-
work against coronary computed tomography angiography 
(CCTA) in a single-center trial of 50 patients with suspected 
CAD. Diagnostic image quality was obtained in 95% of  
all coronary segments. The sensitivity, specificity, and  
negative predictive value were as follows: per-patient, 
100%, 74%, and 100%; per-vessel, 81%, 88%, and 97%; 
and per-segment, 76%, 95%, and 99%, respectively. These  
findings emphasize the growing potential of this CMRA 
framework as a viable alternative to CCTA and invasive 
X-ray angiography for the anatomical assessment of CAD.

Introduction
Cardiovascular disease is the leading cause of mortality 
worldwide [1]. Among all causes of cardiovascular  
disease, atherosclerotic coronary artery disease (CAD)  
accounts for approximately half of all cases [1]. The  
early detection and long-term monitoring of CAD enable  
targeted risk stratification and prophylactic treatment of 
patients most at risk of progressing toward acute coronary 
syndromes. Invasive X-ray coronary angiography and  
non-invasive coronary computed tomography angiography 
(CCTA) are the gold standard imaging modalities for the 
assessment of CAD [2–7]. Despite being highly diagnostic, 
X-ray coronary angiography is limited by invasive complica-
tions (e.g., death, stroke, myocardial and vascular injury, 
pain, and bleeding), whilst both X-ray coronary angiogra-
phy and CCTA are limited by the risks from ionizing  
radiation and contrast-mediated nephropathy. There is 
therefore a clear need for an alternative imaging modality 
for the early detection and long-term monitoring of CAD, 
which is free of the risks associated with X-ray coronary  
angiography and CCTA.

Coronary magnetic resonance angiography
Cardiovascular magnetic resonance (CMR) could be a safe, 
non-invasive alternative for the imaging of coronary artery 
stenosis without ionizing radiation or iodinated contrast 

1  Work in progress. The application is currently under development and is not for sale in the U.S. and in other countries. Its future availability cannot be ensured.
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1   Schematic overview of the proposed accelerated free-breathing 3D CMRA acquisition with sub-millimeter isotropic resolution, 100% scan 
efficiency, and non-rigid motion-compensated PROST reconstruction. (1A) CMRA acquisition is performed with an undersampled 3D variable 
density spiral-like Cartesian trajectory with golden angle between spiral-like interleaves (VD-CASPR), preceded by 2D image navigators (iNAV) 
to allow for 100% scan efficiency, and beat-to-beat translational respiratory-induced motion correction of the heart. (1B) Foot-head respirato-
ry signal is estimated from the 2D iNAVs and used to assign the acquired data to 5 respiratory bins and translation-corrected respiratory bins. 
Subsequent reconstruction of each bin is performed using soft-gated SENSE, and 3D non-rigid motion fields are then estimated from the 
5 reconstructed datasets. (1C) The final 3D whole-heart motion-corrected CMRA image is obtained using the proposed 3D patch-based 
(PROST) non-rigid motion-compensated reconstruction.  
Abbreviations: CMRA = coronary magnetic resonance angiography; PROST = patch-based undersampled reconstruction;  
ADMM = alternating direction method of multipliers.  
Adapted and reproduced with permission from Bustin et al. [22].
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agent. Large multi-center studies have demonstrated the 
clinical potential of coronary magnetic resonance angiog-
raphy (CMRA) against X-ray coronary angiography for the 
anatomical assessment of CAD with per-patient sensitivity, 
specificity, and negative predictive value of up 94%, 82%, 
and 92% respectively [8–10]. However, widespread clinical 
implementation of CMRA is currently limited to suspected 
anomalous coronary arteries, suspected coronary artery 
aneurysms (e.g., Kawasaki's disease), coronary artery graft 
patency assessment, assessment of the proximal coronary 
arteries, and patients with renal impairment who are 
unable to receive iodinated contrast [11–13]. The very 
limited and specific clinical use of CMRA is due to long and 
unpredictable acquisition times, cumbersome scan plan-
ning, lower spatial resolution (usually 1–2 mm anisotro-
pic), and motion-related (cardiac, respiratory, and patient) 
degradation of image quality.

In a similar fashion to CCTA, CMRA overcomes cardiac  
motion artifacts by using prospective electrocardiographic 
(ECG) gating to acquire data during the quiescent phase  
of the cardiac cycle when coronary artery motion is  
minimal [11], usually in mid-to-late diastole. In cases  
of cardiac arrhythmias and variable heart rates, which  
disproportionately impact the diastolic phase of the  
cardiac cycle, systolic imaging is the preferred option [11].  
An alternative retrospective ECG gating approach is to  
continuously acquire data throughout the cardiac cycle  
and then reconstruct multiple cardiac phases and select 
the phase with the sharpest images or fewest motion  
artefacts [14, 15].

To compensate for the respiratory motion artifacts 
during free-breathing acquisitions, conventional CMRA  
estimates the respiratory displacement and deformation  
of the heart and surrounding tissues using the diaphrag-
matic 1D navigator approach [11, 16–18]. Here the liver- 
diaphragm interface lends itself for motion tracking,  
with the increased signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the  
right hemi diaphragm used as a surrogate to track the  
superior-inferior motion of the heart during the respiratory 
cycle, and with respiratory gating enabled to obtain image 
data at the quiescent phase of end of expiration [16, 19, 
20, 17]. However, there is a non-linear relationship  
between the displacement of the diaphragm and the  
heart, requiring a patient-specific correction factor, which 
is usually set at 0.6 (population average) when gating is 
combined with respiratory motion correction [16]. Further-
more, only data within a small (end-expiration) respiratory 
gating window is accepted, significantly reducing scan  
efficiency and leading to prolonged and unpredictable  
acquisition times [21]. Moreover, prospective or retrospec-
tive translational motion compensation can only be applied 
in the superior-inferior direction [21]. Finally, this approach 

adds complexity as detailed scan planning and defining 
separate imaging parameters for the navigator acquisition 
are required, further increasing scan time and costs [16]. In 
addition, a fully sampled 3D whole-heart CMRA acquisition 
at high spatial resolution is associated with long acquisition 
times (up to 30 minutes), regardless of cardiac and respira-
tory motion gating, which leads to patient discomfort and 
patient-related motion artifacts.

To overcome these limitations, we have leveraged  
recent advances in CMR technology including trajectory  
design, motion correction, and undersampled reconstruc-
tion techniques – to propose a novel, highly accelerated,  
high-spatial-resolution (sub-1 mm3), free-breathing, 
non-contrast, 3D whole-heart CMRA framework in a  
clinically feasible and 100% predictable acquisition time.

Proposed coronary magnetic resonance 
angiography framework
The proposed CMRA framework was developed on a  
1.5T CMR scanner (MAGNETOM Aera, Siemens Healthcare, 
Erlangen, Germany) with a dedicated 32-channel spine  
coil and an 18-channel body coil. It combines a highly  
undersampled variable-density Cartesian acquisition  
with an image navigator (iNAV) to enable model-free  
2D translational and 3D non-rigid motion estimation,  
and finally deploys a motion-corrected 3D patch-based 
low-rank image reconstruction (PROST) algorithm1 to  
reconstruct the undersampled acquisition. These steps  
are outlined in more detail in the following sections and  
in the article by Bustin et al. [22].

Accelerated CMRA acquisition
An undersampled (3- to 4-fold) free-breathing 3D whole-
heart, balanced steady-state free-precession (bSSFP)  
sequence with a 3D variable-density spiral-like Cartesian 
trajectory (VD-CASPR) with golden-angle step was  
employed as previously proposed [23] (Fig. 1). A low- 
resolution 2D iNAV preceded each spiral-like interleave  
to allow 100% scan efficiency, predictable scan time,  
and 2D translational motion estimation of the heart  
on a beat-to-beat basis. The 2D iNAVs were obtained  
by spatially encoding the startup profiles of the bSSFP  
sequence [24]. A spectrally selective SPIR (Spectral  
Presaturation with Inversion Recovery) fat saturation  
pulse with a constant flip angle (FA) of 130° was used  
to improve coronary depiction and minimize fat-related 
aliasing artifacts. An adiabatic T2 preparation pulse [25, 
26] was played at each heartbeat in order to enhance  
the contrast between blood and cardiac muscle and to 
avoid the use of extracellular contrast agents.

1  Work in progress. The application is currently under development and is not for sale in the U.S. and in other countries. Its future availability cannot be ensured.
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Beat-to-beat 2D translational motion estimation
Beat-to-beat 2D translational motion correction was  
performed as previously proposed in [27, 28]. Briefly,  
foot-head (FH) and right-left (RL) translational respiratory  
motion of the heart was extracted from the iNAVs using  
a template-matching algorithm with normalized cross- 
correlation as similarity measure [24]. The reference  
template was manually selected during scan planning  
on a region encompassing the subject’s heart. The FH  
respiratory signal was used to sort the acquired data into 
five respiratory states or bins. Intra-bin 2D translational 
motion estimation was performed by correcting the data 
for each bin to the same respiratory position (taken as  
the bin center) (Fig. 1). This correction was implemented 
by modulating the k-space data with a linear phase  
shift according to the previously estimated respiratory  
motion [27]. 

Bin-to-bin non-rigid motion estimation
In this framework, the acquired 3D CMRA data is under-
sampled (3- to 4-fold), with the resulting binned k-spaces 
being highly accelerated (~15- to 20-fold). Soft-gating  
iterative sensitivity encoding reconstruction [27] was  
employed to reconstruct each respiratory bin. Bin-to-bin  
3D non-rigid motion estimation was subsequently  
performed using spline-based free-form deformation  
[29], considering the end-expiration bin as reference  
image (Fig. 1).

3D patch-based non-rigid motion-compensated 
reconstruction (non-rigid PROST)
Following this step, the estimated 3D non-rigid motion 
fields are then directly incorporated into a general matrix 
description reconstruction framework [30, 31]. In contrast 
to previous CMRA studies where the data are acquired  
either fully sampled [27] or with modest undersampling 
factors [28], our proposed high-resolution (0.9 mm3)  
CMRA framework exploits higher undersampling factors  
(3- to 4-fold) to reach approximately 10-minute acquisition 
time. 3D patch-based low-rank undersampled reconstruc-
tion (3D PROST) has been proposed to highly accelerate 
sub-mm CMRA imaging with translational motion correc-
tion only [23]. 3D PROST reconstruction exploits the  
inherent redundancies of the complex 3D anatomy of  
the coronary arteries on a local (i.e., within a patch)  
and non-local (i.e., between similar patches within a  
neighborhood) basis, through an efficient iterative low-

LNR-PROST (X,T,Y): = argmin || EX – K ||   + λ ∑p || Tp ||* +   ∑p || Tp – Pp(X) –     || 
X,Tp,Y

µ
2

Yp

µ
2

F

2

F
1

2 E = ∑b AbFScUb
Nbins

rank decomposition and singular value thresholding. The 
proposed non-rigid PROST framework combines 3D PROST 
with the matrix formalism for non-rigid motion correction, 
and can be formulated as the unconstrained optimization 
(found at the bottom of the page), where X is the non- 
rigid motion-corrected 3D CMRA volume (or “motion-free” 
image), K is the 2D translational motion-corrected k-space 
data, E is the encoding operator composed of: Ab the  
sampling matrix for bin b, F the 3D Fourier transform,  
Sc the coil sensitivities for coil c, Ub the estimated 3D 
non-rigid motion fields for bin b and Nbins the number of 
respiratory bins. ||.||F and ||.||* denote the Frobenius and 
nuclear norms respectively, Pp(.) is the patch-selection  
operator at voxel p. Equation (1) can be efficiently solved 
by operator-splitting via alternating direction method of 
multipliers (ADMM).

Results from a single-center clinical study
The proposed CMRA framework was assessed in a cohort  
of patients with suspected CAD at Guy’s and St Thomas’  
Hospitals, London, UK. The full results of this clinical study 
are described in the article by Hajhosseiny et al. [32]. In 
summary, 50 consecutive patients between 35 and 77 
years of age who were referred for a clinically indicated 
CTCA were invited to undergo a CMRA within the proposed 
framework. In the absence of contraindications, each  
patient was treated with intravenous metoprolol in 5 mg 
increments with a maximum dose of 30 mg, aiming for a 
target heart rate (HR) < 65 bpm in order to maximize the 
diastolic acquisition window, reduce HR variability and  
cardiac motion artefacts. All patients were given 800 mg  
of sublingual glyceryl trinitrate to promote coronary  
vasodilation. To assess diagnostic performance, significant 
coronary stenosis was visually defined as luminal narrow-
ing of ≥ 50% in each of the coronary segments using an 
intention-to-read approach. The image quality of CMRA  
images (3D whole-heart dataset and individual vessels) 
was evaluated using the following scale: 0, non-diagnostic; 
1, poor (limited coronary vessel visibility or noisy image); 
2, average (coronary vessel visible but diagnostic confi-
dence low); 3, good (coronary artery adequately visualized 
and diagnostic quality image); and 4, excellent (coronary 
artery clearly depicted).

All CMRA acquisitions were successfully completed in 
an imaging time of 10.7 ± 1.4 min (range 8.0–13.3 min), 
with 100% respiratory scan efficiency. All CMRA acquisi-
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tions were performed in diastole with an average acquisi-
tion window of 88 ± 8 ms (range 81–111 ms). Mean age 
was 55 ± 9 years, 33/50 (66%) were male, and 12/50 (24%) 
had significant CAD on CTCA.

In total, 95% of CMRA segments were deemed diag-
nostic, while all left main stem segments were diagnostic 
on CMRA. Furthermore, 97%, 96%, and 87% of right  
coronary artery, left anterior descending artery, and left 
circumflex artery segments were diagnostic on CMRA.  
Finally, 97%, 97%, and 90% of proximal, middle, and distal 
CMRA segments were of diagnostic quality.

The sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, 
negative predictive value, and diagnostic accuracy of CMRA 
for detecting significant CAD were as follows: 
• per-patient  

100% (95% CI: 76–100%), 74% (95% CI: 58–85%),  
55% (95% CI: 35–73%), 100% (95% CI: 88–100%), and  
80% (95% CI: 67–89%) respectively; 

• per-vessel  
81% (95% CI: 57–93%), 88% (95% CI: 82–93%),  
46% (95% CI: 30–64%), 97% (95% CI: 93–99%), and 
88% (95% CI: 81–92%) respectively; 

• per-segment  
76% (95% CI: 55–89%), 95% (95% CI: 92–97%),  
44% (95% CI: 30–60%), 99% (95% CI: 97–99%), and 
94% (95% CI: 91–96%) respectively.

Example images from selected patients with suspected 
CAD are shown in Figures 2–8.

The proposed CMRA framework (without PROST  
regularization) has been implemented in-line in the  
scanner software, providing non-rigid motion corrected  
reconstructions in ~2–5 min (CPU).

2   Non-contrast whole-heart sub-millimeter isotropic CMRA images of a 53-year-old male patient with normal coronary arteries.  
Accelerated free-breathing CMRA images acquired and reconstructed with the proposed framework are shown in the top row, revealing the 
LAD, RCA, and LCX territories. The corresponding reformatted images obtained with contrast-enhanced CCTA are shown in the bottom row. 
3D volume-rendered images for both modalities are shown in the right-hand column. 
Abbreviations: CMRA = coronary magnetic resonance angiography; CCTA = coronary computed tomography angiography;  
LAD = left anterior descending artery; RCA = right coronary artery; LCX =left circumflex artery; PDA = posterior descending artery;  
PA = pulmonary artery; Ao = aorta.  
Adapted and reproduced with permission from Bustin et al. [22].

Coronary MR  
Angiography

Coronary CT  
Angiography
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3   Reformatted non-contrast whole-heart sub-millimeter isotropic CMRA (left) and contrast-enhanced CCTA (right) 
images along the LCX (top) and RCA (bottom) are shown for a 54-year-old male patient. The CCTA images demon-
strate mild (< 50%) disease with a calcified plaque within the proximal RCA, severe disease (> 50%) with a partially 
calcified plaque in the mid-segment of the RCA (red arrows), and mild (< 50%) disease with calcified plaque in the 
mid-segment of the LCX. Luminal narrowing is seen on the cross-sectional views at the sites of coronary plaque on 
the CMRA images (yellow arrows).  
Abbreviations: CMRA = coronary magnetic resonance angiography; CCTA = coronary computed tomography 
angiography; LAD = left anterior descending artery; RCA = right coronary artery; LCX = left circumflex artery;  
Ao = aorta.  
Adapted and reproduced with permission from Bustin et al. [22].

Coronary MR Angiography Coronary CT Angiography
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4   Non-contrast whole-heart sub-millimeter isotropic CMRA images of a 35-year-old male patient with normal coronary arteries.  
The CMRA images acquired and reconstructed with the proposed framework are shown in the top row, revealing the LAD and RCA.  
The corresponding reformatted images obtained with contrast-enhanced CCTA are shown in the bottom row. The 3D volume-rendered  
images are shown in the right-hand column, which were both correctly visualized on the CMRA images.  
Abbreviations: CMRA = coronary magnetic resonance angiography; CCTA = coronary computed tomography angiography;  
LAD = left anterior descending artery; RCA = right coronary artery; LCX = left circumflex artery; LM = left main stem;  
PDA = posterior descending artery; PA = pulmonary artery; Ao = aorta.  
Adapted and reproduced with permission from Bustin et al. [22].

5   Curved multiplanar reformat and 3D volume-rendered non-contrast CMRA and contrast-enhanced CCTA in a 54-year-old male with  
no significant stenosis.  
Abbreviations: CMRA = coronary magnetic resonance angiography; CCTA = coronary computed tomography angiography;  
RCA = right coronary artery; LAD = left anterior descending artery; D1 = first diagonal artery; LCX = left circumflex artery.  
Adapted and reproduced with permission from Hajhosseiny et al. [32].

CMRA

CCTA

3D Volume-RenderedLCXD1LADRCA

Coronary MR  
Angiography

Coronary CT  
Angiography
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7   Curved multiplanar reformat and 3D volume-rendered non-contrast CMRA and contrast-enhanced CCTA in a 60-year-old male with > 50% 
partially calcified stenosis in the proximal-to-mid LAD on either side of the first diagonal artery (yellow arrows). The red arrows point to a focal 
calcified < 50% stenosis just distal to the second diagonal artery.  
Abbreviations: CMRA = coronary magnetic resonance angiography; CCTA = coronary computed tomography angiography;  
LAD = left anterior descending artery. Adapted and reproduced with permission from Hajhosseiny et al. [32].

6   Curved multiplanar reformat and 3D volume-rendered non-contrast CMRA and contrast-enhanced CCTA in a 44-year-old male with > 50% 
non-calcified stenosis in the ostial RCA (red arrows). This can also be seen in the 3D volume-rendered images (white arrows). The yellow 
arrows represent a > 50% stenosis in the proximal/mid LCX.  
Abbreviations: CMRA = coronary magnetic resonance angiography; CCTA = coronary computed tomography angiography;  
RCA = right coronary artery; LAD = left anterior descending artery; LCX = left circumflex artery.  
Adapted and reproduced with permission from Hajhosseiny et al. [32].

CMRA

CCTA

3D Volume-RenderedLCXLADRCA

CCTA

CMRA

3D Volume-Rendered CMRA CCTA
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Conclusions
In this initial single-center clinical study, we have intro-
duced a robust, contrast-free, sub-millimeter CMRA frame-
work with predictable and clinically feasible scan times of 
approximately 10 minutes, achieving highly diagnostic  
image quality and diagnostic accuracy for excluding signifi-
cant disease in patients with suspected CAD. This is the 
first clinical study to assess the diagnostic performance of  
a 3D contrast-free CMRA approach that enables a predict-
able scan time of approximately 10 minutes for 0.9 mm3 
spatial-resolution. This was achieved by employing a robust 
motion corrected free-breathing acquisition with 100%  
respiratory scan efficiency, using image navigation for  
2D translational motion estimation and respiratory data  
binning combined with 3D non-rigid motion compensated 
undersampled reconstruction employing a 3- to 4-fold  
undersampled Cartesian acquisition and a patched-based 
low-rank reconstruction. Future work will focus on multi-
center clinical assessment of this novel framework to  
determine its clinical applicability in a larger cohort of  
patients with a wider spectrum of CAD.
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Three-dimensional time-of-flight magnetic 
resonance angiography and its limitations
Time-of-flight (TOF) magnetic resonance angiography 
(MRA) is one of the most important methods of non- 
contrast neurovascular MRA. TOF MRA is based on the  
principle of flow-related enhancement. Stationary tissues 
in an imaged volume become magnetically saturated by 
multiple repetitive radiofrequency (RF) pulses that reduce 
their steady-state magnetization levels. Fresh blood flow-
ing into the imaged volume has not experienced these 
pulses and still has a high initial magnetization. The signal 
from the inflowing blood appears bright compared to the 

background tissue. A maximum intensity projection (MIP) 
technique is then used to create an MR angiogram.

The 3D TOF angiography method is based on a 3D  
gradient echo (GRE) sequence. Often, a pre-saturation 
pulse is applied above or below the imaged volume to  
reduce the signals from venous inflow. Flip angles of 
30°−60° are used to maximize the contrast between sta-
tionary tissues and blood. Short TE values (< 7 ms) are  
applied to minimize signal losses from phase dispersion.  
A maximal enhancement of the blood flow is observed 
when the vessel is perpendicular to the plane of imaging 
(in-plane flow is not visible) and has a larger diameter and 
a high flow. Various modifications of the TOF technique 
have been developed to reduce in-plane saturation effects 
and improve visualization of smaller vessels and slow flow. 
These modifications include the use of variable flip angles, 
fat suppression, magnetization transfer saturation pulses, 
and multiple overlapping thin slab acquisition (MOTSA).

The principle of combining infrared  
heat-induced enhancement with a  
3D TOF MRA sequence, either with or 
without compressed sensing
The vascular anatomy of the face is extremely variable.  
Not only is the arterial course very tortuous, but the local-
ization and depth of the facial arteries and their branches 
also varies significantly from person to person and even  
between each side of the face [1–3]. Hence, an ideal plane 
for the optimal inflow for the different facial arteries is  
always a compromise. Moreover, many of the vessels are 
small and have a slow flow. 

Previous studies have described heating the face using 
an infrared (IR) lamp to enlarge the diameter of the vessels 
and accelerate the flow [4–6]. 

Recently, the use of compressed sensing (CS) has  
offered synergistic enhancement for parallel imaging with 

3D TOF MOTSA sequence 1.5T 

TR (repetition time) 30 ms

TE (echo time) 6.8 ms

Number of slices per slab (% slice OS) 40 (20% OS)

FOV 180 × 180 mm2

Flip angle 30 °

Matrix (% phase resolution) 241 × 256 (94%) pixels

Slice thickness (% slice resolution) 0.5 (50%) mm

Averages 2

Acceleration GRAPPA2

Voxel size acquired 0.7 × 0.7 × 1.0 mm3

Voxel size reconstructed 0.35 × 0.35 × 0.5 mm3

Acquisition time 16:14 min

Table 1:  MAGNETOM Aera XQ 
3D TOF MOTSA sequence 1.5T  
Gradient echo sequence with five overlapping slabs (-17.5%).
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sparse sampling and iterative reconstruction. CS speeds up 
data acquisition with sparse data subsampling. Applying  
CS reconstruction to the raw data can achieve enhanced 
image quality. The acceleration makes it possible to sig-
nificantly reduce the acquisition time, which is especially 
important for 1.5T MRA, as it involves quite long acquisi-
tion times. Compressed sensing applications have been 
demonstrated for the brain, where it has proven to be very 
useful in certain exams with lengthy scan times. TOF MRA 
is a lengthy scan technique, for which the application of 
compressed sensing has been demonstrated to almost 
halve scan time while still providing almost equivalent  
diagnostic information [7].

Technology
The patient is positioned with closed eyes in front of  
an infrared (IR) light source (300 W) with an InfraCare 
(Philips, Amsterdam, The Netherlands) screen (which filters 
out the UV light), at a distance of 30 cm and with their face 
parallel to the lamp for 15 minutes. The heat induces vaso-
dilatation and enhances the vascular flow, both of which 
help to improve image acquisition [4–6]. At the same time, 
the patient is also asked to stimulate their facial muscles  
by slowly moving their lips and forehead and switching  
between several facial expressions during the exposure 
time. This is to further enhance the visualization of the  
facial arteries by vascular dilatation and increased flow 

3D TOF MOTSA sequence 1.5T

TR (repetition time) 26.3 ms

TE (echo time) 5.7 ms

Number of slices per slab (% slice OS) 44 (18% OS)

FOV 180 × 180 mm2

Flip angle 20 °

Matrix (% phase resolution) 241 × 256 (94%) pixels

Slice thickness (% slice resolution) 0.5 (50%) mm

Averages 2

Acceleration CS5

Voxel size acquired 0.75 × 0.7 × 0.94 mm3

Voxel size reconstructed 0.47 × 0.47 × 0.47 mm3

Interpolation 1.5

Acquisition time 11:35 min

Table 2:  MAGNETOM Sola Fit XQ with Compressed Sensing 
3D TOF MOTSA sequence 1.5T 
Gradient echo sequence with seven overlapping slabs (-30%).

3D TOF MOTSA sequence 3T

TR (repetition time) 30 ms

TE (echo time) 4.92 ms

Number of slices per slab (% slice OS) 40 (20% OS)

FOV 180 × 180 mm2

Flip angle 30 °

Matrix (% phase resolution) 241 × 256 (94%) pixels

Slice thickness (% slice resolution) 0.5 (50%) mm

Averages 1

Acceleration GRAPPA2

Voxel size acquired 0.8 × 0.8 × 1.0 mm3

Voxel size reconstructed 0.4 × 0.4 × 0.5 mm3

Interpolation 2

Acquisition time 9:21 min

Table 3:  MAGNETOM Vida 
3D TOF MOTSA sequence 3T  
Gradient echo sequence with seven overlapping slabs (-18%).

speed [8]. Immediately following IR exposure, the patient 
is transferred to the MRI unit. 

After acquisition of the scout views, a 3D TOF MOTSA 
MRA sequence is acquired in an oblique coronal plane  
(tilting of 25° backwards in relation to the line between  
the glabella and the chin). The initial MRA protocol for a 
MAGNETOM Aera 1.5T scanner from Siemens Healthcare 
(with Numaris 4, software version syngo MR E11E) is  
summarized in Table 1 and was developed, based on a  
previously published study that discusses the MRA se-
quence in more detail [4]. Table 2 contains the data for a 
MAGNETOM Sola Fit 1.5T scanner from Siemens Healthcare 
(NumX syngo MR A20) with CS, and Table 3 contains the 
data for a MAGNETOM Vida 3T scanner from Siemens 
Healthcare (NumX syngo MR A20). During the examina-
tion, the patient is asked to remain completely still (this  
includes their eyes, lips, chin, and cheeks) with their eyes 
and mouth closed (without pressure on the lips), and their 
face parallel to the examination table. A multislab MOTSA 
technique is used to reduce the saturation effect of the  
signal from the inflowing blood.

Implementation and results
Various previous studies have proven the good results of 
this technique [4–6]. It is also currently in clinical use at 
several 3T MRI centers in Europe.
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In the first series, all 3D TOF MOTSA MRA images were  
acquired on a 1.5T full-body MR system (MAGNETOM Aera, 
Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany), using a dedicat-
ed 20-channel head coil. Additionally, a flexible wrap-
around 4-channel surface coil was mounted on top of  
the head coil (Fig. 1) [4]. Figure 2 shows a comparison of  
a 3D TOF MOTSA MRA without (A) and with (B) previous  
IR exposure. 

In order to reduce the examination time and obtain a 
stronger signal, further series with 3T MRI were added [6]. 

However, as more than 60% of all MR scanners globally  
are 1.5 Tesla machines, there is a need for an optimal  
1.5T sequence and especially for a reduction in the  
examination time. 

Figure 3 shows the same volunteer examined using a 
1.5T MAGNETOM scanner with and without Compressed 
Sensing (MAGNETOM Aera and MAGNETOM Sola Fit,  
Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany), and using a 3T 
scanner (MAGNETOM Vida, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, 
Germany) in order to compare the individual results. The 
acquisition time was 9 minutes and 21 seconds for the 3T, 

2   MRA findings (MIP of 3D 
TOF MOTSA) without (2A) 
and with (2B) previous IR 
exposure  
The IR exposure results in a 
far better visualization of all 
facial vessels, with a larger 
caliber of the arteries and a 
higher visual signal. 
Superior (SL) and  
inferior labial artery (IL), 
angular artery (Ang),  
lateral nasal artery (LN), 
dorsal nasal artery (DN), 
supratrochlear artery (STr), 
supraorbital artery (SO), 
facial artery (Fa), and  
angular vein (vAng).

2A 2B

1   Position of the head coil and the flex coil for the MRA (1A), and position of the 3D TOF MOTSA slab block on the localizer (1B)  
(1A) Flexible wrap-around 4-channel surface coil can be mounted on top of the head coil to increase signal reception from the facial arteries. 
(1B) The line drawn from the glabella to the chin transects the slab position block from the anterosuperior corner to the inferoposterior 
corner. A magnetic saturation slab is positioned above the slab block.

1A 1B

anterosuperior
corner

inferoposterior
corner
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3   MRA findings (MIP of 3D TOF MOTSA) 
(3A) 1.5T without Compressed Sensing; (3B) 1.5T with Compressed Sensing; (3C) 3T.

3A

3B

3C

1.
5T

 w
ith

ou
t C

S
1.

5T
 w

ith
 C

S
3T

4   MRA findings and data processing cycle in a 26-year-old female 
(4A) Frontal view of an MIP from the 3D TOF MOTSA. 
(4B) Image after isolation of the arteries.  
(4C) Conversion to a 3D volume using the MRI data (rotated MIP over 180° from right to left and native image DICOM data). 
(4D) Visualization using augmented reality (AR) and projection onto the patient’s face with a smartphone camera.

conversion to 3D volumeisolation of the arteriesMRA 3D TOF MOTSA visualisation through AR

4A 4B 4C 4D
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16 minutes and 14 seconds for the 1.5T, and 11 minutes 
and 35 seconds for the 1.5T with CS (two averages).  
This illustrates the acceptability of 1.5T MRI examinations 
compared to 3T, and indicates that they are ready for  
general use.

Afterwards, the native DICOM images and the MIPs are 
processed by an experimental 3D software program which 
isolates the superficial subcutaneous arteries and creates a 
3D volume. Using augmented reality, these patient-specific 
arterial 3D volumes are visualized and projected onto the 
patient’s face (Fig. 4) with a smartphone.

Conclusion
Our experience shows that combining IR heat enhance-
ment and a 3D TOF MRA sequence makes it feasible to  
visualize a large number of facial arteries in a radiation- 
free, contrast-free, and non-invasive way.

This thermally enhanced 3D TOF MRA imaging tech-
nique may provide a solution for acquiring much-needed 
information about the patient’s individual anatomy in order 
to better plan and execute aesthetic and reconstructive 
procedures in the face, such as filler injections [6].

Using CS on a 1.5T MRI scanner significantly reduces 
the examination time to a more acceptable duration, 
meaning that the many 1.5T MRI systems in use worldwide 
could potentially be used for the purpose described above.

Contact 
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Department of Medical Imaging 
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Corneel Heymanslaan 10 
9000 Ghent 
Belgium 
and 
A.Z. St. Maarten 
Liersesteenweg 435 
2800 Mechelen 
Belgium 
marc.mespreuve@skynet.be

• Phoenix is a unique syngo tool that allows you to 
click on an image, drag it into the measurement 
queue, and instantly duplicate the extracted  
protocol – TR, TE, bandwidth, number of slices,  
echo spacing, etc.

• Phoenix ensures reproducibility,  
e.g., for patient follow-up.

• Phoenix shares optimized protocols on the  
different MAGNETOM systems you work with.

• Phoenix supports multicenter protocol  
standardization. 

You’ll find DICOM images from various systems  
and all aspects of MRI at  
https://www.magnetomworld.siemens-healthineers. 
com/clinical-corner/protocols/dicom-images

The DICOM files of the figures in this article  
are available for download at
https://www.magnetomworld.siemens-healthineers.
com/clinical-corner/protocols/dicom-images/ 
3d-tof-motsa-mr
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To advance digitalization in healthcare, teamplay1 is  
a departmental performance management solution  
that brings together healthcare professionals in a team  
effort. By connecting medical institutions and their  
imaging devices, teamplay apps aspire to create the  
biggest radiology and cardiology team in the world and 
provide its members with tools to tackle big data and  
the challenges of increasing cost pressure.

The cloud-based solution teamplay with its apps will help 
you make prompt and well-informed decisions by offering 
an intelligible overview of your performance data.  

It monitors quantities such as imaging throughput or  
dose levels, utilization of staff, rooms and resources  
of your whole department down to every device and  
procedure, simplifying your reporting and showing you 
where workflows need adjustments. It links you to other 
users of teamplay and their data to offer comparable 
benchmarks2 and an effortless exchange of images and  
reports with other healthcare providers.

1 Please check if teamplay is available in your country.
2 Availability of Benchmarking option depends on a minimum number of  
considered subscribers to guarantee customer anonymity and data protection.

teamplay – 
Get the most out of your data 
in radiology and cardiology
healthcare.siemens.de/healthineers-digital-ecosystem/teamplay
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This paper examines various challenges associated with 
manual PCI, and then explores a potential solution—a  
rapidly emerging alternative to the complex, demanding 
procedure so many patients rely on today. The deployment 
of R-PCI offers an advance in precision, safety, and value 
that healthcare providers and organizations would do well 
to consider, and patients are likely soon to demand.

This paper looks into COVID-19 testing, which will  
continue to have a substantial impact on every aspect of 
hospital operation throughout the current vaccination era 
and for the foreseeable future. The paper addresses: 
quality of care, financial performance, personnel,  
organizational reputation, and COVID-19 protocols.

The case for robotic- 
assisted PCI 
What is the value for  
healthcare executives?

COVID-19 testing  
in the vaccine era
Challenges and solutions  
for healthcare executives

Expanding precision medicine

Expanding precision medicine
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This paper looks at the rise of digital access points to 
healthcare, at how provider-patient interactions can be 
done digitally, and identifies five main areas which help to 
unlock digital front doors to healthcare.

This paper, written in collaboration with ECG Manage-
ment Consultants, explores points of friction for both  
patients and healthcare providers, and proposes concrete 
steps and digital tools that can help this. In doing so, 
it lays out a roadmap for frictionless healthcare.

Unlocking the  
digital front door
How healthcare can be  
made more accessible

Frictionless  
healthcare  
Why it matters,  
how to get there?

Transforming care delivery 

Improving patient experience & Digitalizing healthcare

This paper is authored in cooperation with Sir Muir Gray, 
a recognized authority in public health and cancer care, 
and Nick Rowley, from iWantGreatCare. It proposes an  
easily applicable approach to early detection of stress, 
anxiety, and emotional distress along the entire oncology 
care pathway.

Emotional care:  
the overlooked element 
in the cancer pathway
Integrated approaches  
with medical technology  
and digital tools to support  
patients and clinicians

Improving patient experience

Subscribe
Subscribe to receive upcoming Insights Series papers directly to your e-mail inbox,  
containing thought-provoking ideas for the success of your healthcare institution.

The Insights Series can be found at: siemens-healthineers.com/insights-series
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